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Development
Education –
“Students
helping
Students”
The Hope Foundation encourages pupils and
students of all ages to take steps to increase
their levels of understanding of the world we
live in; to develop their sense of responsibility
both for themselves, and the local, national
and international communities. We believe
that it is vital that the younger generation are
given the opportunity to become active
contributors and responsible citizens in the
world in which they live.
Our talks and workshops with schools allow
youngsters to hear first-hand from HOPE
team members about our work in Kolkata;
supporting vulnerable slum and streetconnected children and the reality of global
poverty facing young people of the same age
via classroom based activities and their own
experiences.
Each of HOPE’s talks and workshops is
tailored to ensure age-appropriate content is
delivered in both an engaging and challenging
way – from primary school pupils all the way
up to sixth form students on the cusp of
university.
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What does a workshop with HOPE
involve?
We can visit your school for as long or

“Professional, informative and
very thought provoking”
Wimbledon High School

as little as you like. We can talk to the

Do we need to raise any money?
Our visits to schools are free –
HOPE’s primary aim is to encourage
students of all ages to think of

school in assembly or go around

What about older pupils and sixth

others and take action to help those

classrooms with our activities including:
Video presentation and HOPE

form students?

less fortunate. We believe this to be

overview
An Introduction to India
Q&A sessions
Introduction to Global Poverty and

a very rewarding experience for
Our content gradually delves deeper

young people and helps shape their

into issues affecting global

outlook on the world.

development – such as economical
and political factors as well as

There is no obligation to fundraise

gender equality. For older secondary

either prior to our visit nor

school pupils and sixth formers, we

afterwards. We hope that our talks

help host debates on such issues and

are capable of galvanising a desire

We also offer drawing and Indian dance

spend more time discussing

to help our efforts in India if you

activities for Primary and Secondary

potential solutions to development

wish, which we of course would be

school classes. Pupils can also try

issues – aligning with the UN’s

very grateful for.

learning some Bengali and in the past

Global Goals for Sustainable

we have also spoken directly with

Development.

Development
HOPE child case studies

children in India!

We look forward to meeting you
and your school soon!
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GET IN TOUCH TODAY!
Email: info@thehopefoundation.org.uk
Website: www.thehopefoundation.org.uk
Facebook: The Hope Foundation UK
Twitter: @HOPE_UK
Instagram: the_hope_foundation_uk
Charity number: SC038809

